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• Leadership is an activity and a skill you can understand and improve 

• To understand the diverse ways in which the leadership role can be played out

• To help develop, and adapt, your leadership skills to meet today’s circumstances

• To give you tools to help you know where you/your organisation stands now,  
in order to better engineer change in the direction you wish to lead.

• Appropriate leadership styles in complex adaptive organisations today

• How to be one of the leaderships who succeed

• Critical business capabilities you must encourage and develop

• Why you must recognise and organise for the long game

• Next steps and how Socitm can help you and vice versa.

Why you should read this

Issues addressed
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The modern leadership role in local public services 
is often distributed across multiple organisations 
and teams coping with dynamic, often complex, 
circumstances. Uncommon levels of situational 
awareness and soft skills are now premium leadership 
qualities to have or develop.

In this Socitm Insight project we elaborate upon this very significant 
shift from siloed command and control conceptions of leadership 
towards more collaborative, adaptive and less directive styles that 
are more appropriate for modern public services in the digital age. 
We illustrate how the training and coaching practices of the Socitm 
Leadership Academy reflect this change and report enthusiastic 
feedback from programme alumni. Of course, experienced members 
of the Socitm community have leadership insights to share, so we 
also include some individual case studies. We look at some tools that 
leaderships can use to raise levels of situational awareness and get 
strategic insight. And, finally, we make recommendations both for 
members and Socitm to further develop professional good practice 
in this important area.

Foreword
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In recent years more and better leadership has featured as the great  
need for addressing many problems and issues facing Socitm members  
and their organisations. 

This covers both the need/opportunity to display leadership individually and locally 
as well as in collective and wider senses in communities of individuals and linked 
organisations where co-production of public services and multi-party collaborative 
service delivery models are increasingly necessary and common.

Given current and persistent pressures on time, effort and money, a tipping point has 
been reached.  Wicked problems and unpleasant realities need to be faced and some 
cultural shibboleths set aside. New norms appropriate to the new reality need to be 
allowed to grow and bed in. 

To get there, it helps to understand how we got to where we are now and how the future 
can be made different. A good illustration of the change needed was given in a Guardian 
newspaper article in the series Views from the NHS frontline, ‘The NHS sets leaders up to 
fail – and then recruits more in the same mould’ (March 2017, http://bit.ly/2pZnW7B). Yes, 
written anonymously and from the perspective of the NHS and its internal marketplace; 
but the story is entirely translatable to many other public services as they have been 
directed in the recent past. 

“our purpose is to help members grasp the nettle  
– to understand, and where necessary develop and 

adapt to, new circumstances of leadership”

An introduction to Modern Leadership

http://bit.ly/2pZnW7B
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Some selected extracts highlight the parallels:

• “The problem is that they were hired to do one job, and the requirement is now for 
something quite different...they hired leaders with commercial, transactional and financial 
skills: hard-edged, competitive business people who could expand their market share...But 
then the environment changed.”

• “In a world of shrinking revenues...a new agenda – one built around collaboration between 
organisations, professionals and sectors...we need people to work together, rather than to 
compete: the emphasis is on building services around the patients’ needs, rather than the 
providers’.”

• “...a need for leaders who have emotional intelligence; who are approachable and listen to 
their staff; who put the public’s needs above those of their [NHS] trust; who can share power 
and responsibilities with other organisations”

• “...we’ve spent years recruiting empire-building business leaders who have no feel for the 
kind of hands-on, visible leadership required...The characteristics once seen as assets have 
become liabilities”

And towards a solution:

• “The solution is not simply to swap our 
existing leaders for a new set....Many of 
these people could develop the skills we 
need, we just need to help them to do so.”

• “It’s hard for senior leaders and managers 
to reflect, train and change their approach. 

Most already work 60 hours a week, and seeking new skills is too often seen as a confession 
of weakness or incompetence. But this is a nettle we must grasp.” 
 

Our purpose here is to help members grasp that nettle – to understand, and 
where necessary develop and adapt to, the new circumstances of leadership.

“characteristics  
once seen as assets  
have become liabilities”
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The structure of the project’s products is illustrated below:
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From ‘Me’ to ‘we’ – from command–and–control to agree– 
and–collaborate sketches how thinking about leadership as a role  
as opposed to an inherent trait of special people has developed  
through the 20th into the 21st century. We now recognise very clearly 
the significance and power of the people- and behaviour-centric 
leadership approaches and how they are very appropriate to today’s 
dynamic, often complex, multidimensional circumstances. 

Leadership in a digital world – a perspective from the Socitm 
Leadership Academy, describes the basis of the Academy’s approach  
to individual leader development and outlines the programme content 
and desired outcomes.  

In Tools for leaders – designing the environment for leadership 
we recognise that the leadership role is not played out in a vacuum. 
Circumstances are important and these are not necessarily a given 
because leadership actions affect the circumstances and vice versa. 
There are proven circumstances that improve the overall chances  
of success and there are tools to help uncover strategic insights and 
maintain situational awareness. Knowing where you/your organisation 
stands now helps better engineer change in the direction you wish  
to lead it.

 
In Modern leadership – summary and recommendations, we bring the 
whole to a conclusion and set out some steps to help yours to become 
one of the leaderships who succeed. We also identify some areas that 
Socitm itself will take forward in support of its members’ needs. 

The final part is an appendix document Socitm Leadership Academy 
alumni survey and leadership case studies, comprising the full report 
of the Leadership Academy Alumni Survey and some personal case 
studies of experienced members of the Socitm community who have 
leadership insights to share.
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